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BOWS:                                                                            INSTRUMENT   CASES:

VLB003 Violin bow, very fine Pernambuco $435.00 VLCOO5 Vn case wooden shell oblong $285.00
VLB003A Vn bow Pernambuco antiqued style

$650.00 VLC004 Vn case wooden shell oblong $250.00
VLB003B Violin bow, fine Pernambuco $325.00 VLC003 Vn case wooden shell oblong $220.00
VLB003H VN bow Pernambuco Hill model $620.00 VLC003A Violin round light case $190.00
VLB002 Violin bow, brazilwood octagonal $95.00 VLC002 Violin shaped light case $70.00
VLBOO1 VN bow with strong round stick $58.00 VLC001 Violin oblong light case $105.00
VAB003 Viola bow, very fine Pernambuco $495.00 VLAC02 Double violin case $295.00
VAB003B Viola bow, fine Pernambuco $395.00 DC01 Dealer's  case (4 violins) $450.00
VAB002 Viola bow, brazilwood octagonal $98.00 VACOO5 Viola case wooden shell oblong $295.00
VAB001 Viola bow with strong round stick $68.00 VAC004 Viola case wooden shell oblong $260.00
VCB003 Cello bow, very fine Pernambuco $535.00 VAC003 Viola case wooden shell oblong $230.00
VCB003B Cello bow, fine Pernambuco $425.00 VAC003A Viola round light case $215.00

VCB003C Cello bow Pernambuco with 
decorated button $495.00 VAC002 Viola shaped light case $98.00

VACOO1 Viola oblong light case $120.00
VCB002-4/4 Cello bow (4/4) brazilwood $125.00 VCC06 Musilia c/f model MS $1,750.00
VCB002-3/4 Cello bow (3/4) brazilwood $125.00 VCC05 Musilia c/f model S3 $2,450.00
VCB002-1/2 Cello bow (1/2) brazilwood $98.00 VCC04 Musilia c/f model S2 $1,850.00
VCB002-1/4 Cello bow (1/4) brazilwood $98.00 VCC03 Musilia c/f model S1 $1,350.00
VCB001 Cello bow with strong round stick $78.00 VCCOMFOR Musilia comfort bag $215.00
DBB003 Double bass bow pernambuco $690.00 VCC02-4/4 Cello case (4/4) fibre glass $650.00
DBB003B Double bass bow brazilwood $435.00 VCC02-3/4 Cello case (3/4) fibre glass $600.00
DBB002 Double bass bow with round stick $195.00 VCC02-1/2 Cello case  (1/2) fibre glass $600.00

VCC01B Cello case (light weight) $460.00
VCC01C Cello case (ABS) $460.00
VCCS Semi-hard cello case $215.00
CB003 Cello bag (heavy padded) $120.00

BOW CASES: CB002-4/4 Cello bag (4/4, wheels) $185.00
CB002-3/4 Cello bag (3/4,  wheels) $185.00

BC01 Single violin bow case $80.00 CB001-4/4 Cello bag (4/4) $80.00
BC01A Single cello bow case $80.00 CB001-3/4 Cello bag (3/4) $80.00
BVAC Single bow case for vn /va /vc $70.00 CB001-1/2 Cello bag (1/2) $80.00
BB1F DB bow case (French) $80.00 CB001-1/4 Cello bag (1/4) $80.00
BC01F DB bow case (French) $80.00 DB03 Double bass light weight case $990.00
BCOlG DB bow case (German) $80.00 DB02 Bass bag with wheels $250.00
BB1G DB bow case (German) $80.00 DBO1 Double bass bag $180.00
BC06 Violin bow case (6 bows) $98.00
BV6 Vn/va bow case (6 bows) $120.00
BC012 Bow case (12 bows) $150.00
BC24 Bow case (24 bows) $195.00
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TOOLS
301 Planes with curved sole, set of 3 bakelite body at 54 x 24mm blade width 19.5m, 48 x 20mm 

blade width 17mm,42 x 17mm blade width 13mm.
$168.00

302 Planes with curved sole, set of 3 brass body at 50 x 30mm balde width 20mm, 40 x 21mm 
blade wwidth 17mm, 35 x 14mm blade width 11mm.

$168.00

303 Plane with curved sole, bakelite body at 72 x 38mm blade width 35mm. $95.00
306 Finger-planes with arched sole, set of 4, brass body at 50 x 21mm, 39 x 16.5mm, 30.5 x 

13.8mm, 25 x 8.5mm.
$168.00

307 Palm-plane with brass body flat sole at 85 x 32mm blade width 23mm $95.00
308 Finger-plane with flat sole, brass body at 39 x 16mm, blade 11.5mm. $60.00
309 Finger-plane with arched sole, brass body at 14 x 6mm, blade 4mm. $60.00
312 Violin and viola purfling channel cutter, brass body with two spare blades. $88.00
313 Cello purfling channel cutter wih two spare blades. $115.00
314 Crack clamp with brass body for repairing cracks close to the edges. $95.00
315 Violin gluing clamp, set of 6 pieces and 4 extra singles. $128.00
315A Cello gluing clamp, set of 6 pieces and it also has 4 extra singles. $228.00
316 lightweight aluminium clamps, set of 5. $138.00
317 Calipers for measuring violin and viola plates, cast aluminium frame with percentage 

precision watch. Measurement range 10mm.
$158.00

318 Calipers for measuring cello plates, cast aluminium frame with percentage precision watch. It 
has measurement range 30mm.

$295.00

322 Bridge cutter with brass handle. $25.00
323 Brass soundpost retriever for violin and viola. $20.00
323A Brass soundpost retriever for cello $30.00
324 Scraper sharpener for sharpening $10.00
325 Purfling channel cleaner $12.00
326 Double bevel carving knife with wooden handle. $20.00
327 Brass crack clamp for violin and viola repair, set of 3. $198.00
327A Brass crack clamp for cello repair, set of 3. $280.00
328 violin soundpost setter $20.00
328A Cello soundpost setter $35.00
328B Double bass soundpost setter $45.00
329 Brass violin soundpost gauge $25.00
329A Brass cello soundpost gauge $35.00
330 Scraper 200mm long $8.50
330A Scraper 100mm long $5.00
331 Chisels for violin making, set of 14, without handles. $250.00

PEGS
LP001 Violin peg ebony, plain, available in Swiss and French model, 4/4 - 1/4. $12.00
LP001A violin peg rosewood, plain, French model $12.00
LP001B Violin peg boxwood, plain, french model. $12.00
LP002 Violin peg boxwood, heart shape with black ring and ball $15.00
LP004 Violin peg boxwood, heart shape with white ring and ball $15.00
LP005 Violin peg rosewood, Swiss model with eye inlay. $18.00
LP005A same as LP005 but made of ebony $18.00
LP006 Violin peg ebony, Swiss model with golden cup inlay. $18.00
LP007 Violin peg ebony heart shape with gold ball and collar $18.00
LP007A same as LP007 but made of rosewood $18.00
AP001 Viola peg ebony, plain, in French model. $12.00
AP002 Viola peg boxwood, heart shape with black ring and ball $15.00
AP003 Viola peg rosewood, Swiss model with eye inlay. $18.00
AP004 Viola peg ebony, Swiss model with golden cup inlay. $18.00
CP001 Cello peg ebony, plain, in French model. $29.00
CP001A Cello peg ebony, plain, in Swiss model. $29.00
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CP002 Cello peg boxwood, heart shape with black ring and ball $35.00
CP003 Cello pegrosewood, Swiss with eye inlay. $35.00
CP004 Cello pegboxwood, heart shape with white ring and ball $35.00
CP004A Cello peg boxwood, heart shape with black ring and ball $35.00

ENDPINS:
VLE01 Violin end pin, ebony plain. $2.00
VLE01A Violin end pin, rosewood plain. $2.00
VLE01B Violin end pin, boxwood plain. $2.00
VLE02 Violin end pin, boxwood with black ball. $2.00
VLE03 Violin end pin, rosewood with eye inlay. $3.00
VLE03A same as VLE03, but made of ebony. $3.00
VLE04 Violin end pin, boxwood with white ball. $2.50
VLE06 Violin end pin, rosewood and gold ball. $2.50
VLE07 violin end pin, ebony and gold ball. $2.50
VAE01 Viola end pin, ebony plain. $2.00
VAE02 Viola end pin, boxwood with black ball. $2.00
VAE03 Viola end pin, rosewood with eye inlay. $3.00
VAE04 Viola end pin, rosewood and gold ball. $3.00
VAE05 Viola end pin, boxwood with white ball. $3.00
 VCE01 metal cello rod 49cm $33.00
VCE02 carbon cello rob 62cm. $88.00
VCE03 solid carbon rod 54cm with cork ring inlay $66.00
VCE04 solid carbon rod 56cm with rosewood holder $90.00

TAILPIECES
LT001 Violin tailpiece ebony, round. $10.00
LT002 Violin tailpiece boxwood, Hill model, black fret. $12.00
LT004 violin tailpiece boxwood, Hill model, white fret. $12.00
LT005 Violin tailpiece rosewood with eye inlay. $18.00
LT005A same as LT005 but made of ebony. $18.00
LT006 Violin tailpiece ebony with eyre inlay $18.00
LT007 Violin tailpiece ebony with clef inlay. $18.00
LT008 Violin tailpiece ebony with flower inlay made from original mother of pearl. $20.00
LT009 Violin tailpiece light alloy with built-in adjusters. $16.00
LT010 Violin tailpiece complex fibre with built-in adjusters. $19.00
LT229 Violin tailpiece ebony, French model with back groove cutting. $12.00
LT231 Violin tailpiece boxwood, French model with back groove cutting. $12.00
LT347 Violin tailpiece ebony, with built-in adjusters. $20.00
LT349 Violin tailpiece boxwood, with built-in adjusters. $20.00
AT001 Viola tailpiece boxwood, Hill model, black fret. $15.00
AT002 Viola tailpiece boxwood, French model. black fret. $15.00
AT003 Viola tailpiece rosewood with Parisian eye inlay. $18.00
AT004 Viola tailpiece ebony with eyre inlay $18.00
AT005 Viola tailpiece ebony with flower inlay. $18.00
AT007 Viola tailpiece light alloy with built-in adjusters. $20.00
AT238 Viola tailpiece ebony, French model. $16.00
CT001 Cello tailpiece ebony, round. $25.00
CT002 Cello tailpiece light alloy with built-in adjusters. $25.00
CT003 Cello tailpiece complex carbon tailpiece with built-in adjusters. $30.00
CT004 Cello tailpiece boxwood, Hill model, white fret. $28.00
CT303 Cello tailpiece rosewood, Hill model, black fret. $25.00
CT336 Cello tailpiece rosewood, round type with Parisian eye inlay. $28.00
CT362 Cello tailpiece ebony, Hill model with built-in adjusters. $48.00
CT364 Cello tailpiece boxwood, Hill model with built-in adjusters. $48.00
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SHOULDER  RESTS:
VLS05-4/4 Wooden Violin shoulder rest $35.00
VLS05-3/4 Wooden Violin shoulder rest $35.00
VLS05-1/2 Wooden Violin shoulder rest $30.00
VLS05-1/4 Wooden Violin shoulder rest $30.00
VAS05 Wooden Viola shoulder rest $45.00

CHINREST
LC001 Violin chinrest ebony, Guarneri model. $18.00
LC001A Violin chinrest rosewood, Guarneri model. $28.00
LC002 Violin chinrest boxwood, Guarneri model. $18.00
LC034 Violin chinrest ebony, Guarneri with Hill leg. $29.00
LC035 Violin chinrest rosewood, Guarneri with Hill leg. $29.00
LC073 Violin chinrest ebony, old Flesh model. $28.00
LC074 Violin chinrest rosewood, old Flesh model. $28.00
LC075 Violin chinrest boxwood, old Flesh model. $28.00
LC079 Violin chinrest ebony, new Flesh model. $28.00
LC081 Violin chinrest boxwood, new Flesh model. $29.00
LC085 Violin chinrest ebony, Paganini model. $28.00
LC087 Violin chinrest boxwood, Paganini model. $29.00
LC094 Violin chinrest ebony, Teka model. $29.00
LC097 Violin chinrest ebony, Vermeer model. $28.00
LC133 Violin chinrest ebony, Ohrenform model. $28.00
LC134 Violin chinrest rosewood, Ohrenform model. $28.00
LC135 Violin chinrest boxwood, Ohrenform model. $28.00
LC145 Violin chinrest ebony, Zitman model. $28.00
LC147 Violin chinrest boxwood, Zitman model. $28.00
LC172 Violin chinrest ebony, Kreisler model. $29.00
LC173 Violin chinrest rosewood, Kreisler model. $29.00
LC178 Violin chinrest ebony, Baren model. $28.00
LC189 Violin chinrest boxwood, Kubilik model. $29.00
LC190 Violin chinrest ebony, Kubilik model. $29.00
LC202 Violin chinrest ebony, Gorden model. $29.00
LC208 Violin chinrest Ebony, Dresden model. $28.00
AC001 Viola chinrest ebony, over tailpiece type $20.00
AC001A Viola chinrest boxwood, over tailpiece type. $20.00
AC002 Viola chinrest rosewood, Guarneri model. $29.00
AC003 Viola chinrest ebony, Dresend model. $20.00

MISCELLANEOUS:
BH002 bow hair bundle of 500g/84cm. $980.00
TF053 tunning fork $10.00
TFX059 Tunning fork with sound box $145.00
CSD01 wooden cello stand with velvet lining for maximum protection. $240.00
CUP01 cello floor protector with adjustable strap. $28.00
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